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oregon historical quarterly - ohs - the oregon historical quarterly, which promote the study and
appreciation of the history of oregon and the oregon country. all ads, except those on the inside back cover,
appear in the book review and letters section of the journal. chronological listing of articles and authors
in oregon ... - chronological listing of articles and authors in oregon historical quarterly volume 1, 1900 –
volume 118, no. 4 (winter 2017) volume 1, no. 1 (mar. 1900), edited by frederic george young the quarterly
oregon historical society - historical society, portland, oregon, october 28, 1923. 11n the pacific fur
company minute book is this resolution: resolved that it being necessary to send an express to new york and
all the papers i i - journalsb.washington - oregon's century of education the december, 1933, issue of the
oregon historical quarterly rounds out volume xxxiv. it has a rich table of contents. the most interesting article
for this neighboring state of washington is that entitled "oregon'scentury of education," by robert h. down. we
can all appreciate that interesting address delivered at the an nual meeting of the oregon historical ... oregon
historical quarterly spring 1997 pdf download - oregon historical quarterly, the oregon historical
quarterly is a scholarly asset and a public resource that is dedicated to putting the power of history into
everyones hands and to advancing knowledge in all corners of the world. j. - university of washington oregon historical quarterly volume xxxv was completed by the december issue of the oregon historical
quarterly. the leading article is "snake river fur trade, 1816-1824," by w. t. atkin, a graduate student at the
university of california. william g. morris has an article on "forest fires in oregon and washington"; philip h.
overmeyer, on "henry villard and university of oregon"; nellie b ... oregon historical society streamlinermemoriesfo - this content downloaded from 205.173.218.10 on sat, 12 oct 2013 23:31:37 pm all
use subject to jstor terms and conditions this content downloaded from 205.173.218.10 on sat, 12 oct 2013
23:31:37 pm the shaw historical library - the oregon encyclopedia - journal of the shaw historical library
(1986, v. 1 – present, ongoing)—an annual journal of scholarly articles, reminiscences and photographs about
many aspects of klamath county history. the british columbia historical quarterly - the british columbia
historical quarterly volume ifi. 1939 victoria, b.c. published by the archives of british columbia in cooperationwith the british columbia historical association. a database to facilitate removal of squaw
geographic place ... - a database to facilitate removal of squaw geographic place names in oregon caroline
rouwalk geography 575 12-9-2008 outline |background on squaw geographic place names refusing war,
affirming peace - project muse - refusing war, affirming peace kovac, jeffrey, boyer, paul published by
oregon state university press kovac, jeffrey & boyer, paul. refusing war, affirming peace: a history of civilian
public service camp #21 at cascade locks.
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